**Match Winner**

PT-025  **USAMU BLUE**

| HM  | 5083 | SFC  | MARKOWSKI, GREG, USA REG |
| HM  | 5076 | GREGOIRE, JASON |
| HM  | 5071 | SSG  | CLEGG, CARL, USA REG |
| Capt. | 5073 | SFC  | SALLY TALBOTT, USA REG |

No Coach

**Score:** 882 - 45

**HM**

Shooter 1: P115-T01a  NRA Trophy
Shooter 2: P115-T01b  NRA Trophy
Shooter 3: P115-T01c  NRA Trophy

---

**Match Second**

PT-016  **ISRPA**

| MA  | 5093 | REARDON, TOM |
| MA  | 5090 | PARDieck, STEVEN |
| MA  | 5055 | DESSUIT, FRANKLIN |
| Capt. | 5090 | STEVEN PARDieck |

No Coach

**Score:** 864 - 32

**MA**

Shooter 1: P115-T02a  NRA Trophy
Shooter 2: P115-T02b  NRA Trophy
Shooter 3: P115-T02c  NRA Trophy

---

**Match Third**

PT-009  **ALL GUARD WHITE**

| MA  | 5101 | INNES, SETH |
| MA  | 5099 | SFC  | BLEUER, BRIAN, USA N/G |
| HM  | 5077 | SSG  | BARBER, TIMOTHY, USA N/G |
| Capt. | 5101 | SETH INNES |

No Coach

**Score:** 863 - 29

**MA**

Shooter 1: P115-T03a  NRA Trophy
Shooter 2: P115-T03b  NRA Trophy
Shooter 3: P115-T03c  NRA Trophy

---

**Balance of Teams**

1. **MA**  **PT-015**  **ACCURACY X**

| MA  | 5103 | TOLER, ALAN |
| MA  | 5056 | HOBART FLEMING, KIMBERLY |
| HM  | 5014 | FLEMING, WESLEY |
| Capt. | 5014 | WESLEY FLEMING |

No Coach

**Score:** 862 - 26

**MA**

Shooter 1: P115-T01a  NRA Trophy
Shooter 2: P115-T01b  NRA Trophy
Shooter 3: P115-T01c  NRA Trophy

---

2. **MA**  **PT-008**  **ALL GUARD RED**

| MA  | 5102 | EMMERT, LISA |
| HM  | 5100 | SGT  | PENA, NESTOR, USA N/G |
| MU  | 5077 | SFC  | PAQUETTE, DAVID, USA N/G |
| Capt. | 5102 | LISA EMMERT |

No Coach

**Score:** 858 - 30

**MA**

Shooter 1: P115-T02a  NRA Trophy
Shooter 2: P115-T02b  NRA Trophy
Shooter 3: P115-T02c  NRA Trophy

---

3. **MA**  **PT-018**  **TEAM SHUE**

| MA  | 5098 | TRANG, HIEM |
| HM  | 5046 | SHUE, JONATHAN |
| MU  | 5037 | LEVERETT, ABBIE |
| Capt. | 5037 | JONATHAN SHUE |

Coach. - 5098 - HIEM TRANG

**Score:** 854 - 26

**MA**

Shooter 1: P115-T02a  NRA Trophy
Shooter 2: P115-T02b  NRA Trophy
Shooter 3: P115-T02c  NRA Trophy

---

4. **EX**  **PT-012**  **ISRA PEAT**

| EX  | 5091 | ARNOLD, JOE |
| MA  | 5081 | TURNER, STEVE |
| EX  | 5060 | WILSON, RALPH |
| Capt. | 5060 | RALPH WILSON |

Coach. - 5060 - RALPH WILSON

**Score:** 828 - 21

**EX**

Shooter 1: P115-T02a  NRA Trophy
Shooter 2: P115-T02b  NRA Trophy
Shooter 3: P115-T02c  NRA Trophy

---

5. **SS**  **PT-020**  **COLORADO**

| EX  | 5045 | GIESEN, KENNETH |
| EX  | 5029 | YOUNG, TIMOTHY |
| Mk  | 5012 | MARTINEZ, ROY |
| Capt. | 5012 | ROY MARTINEZ |

Coach. - 5029 - TIMOTHY YOUNG

**Score:** 814 - 9

**SS**

Shooter 1: P115-T02a  NRA Trophy
Shooter 2: P115-T02b  NRA Trophy
Shooter 3: P115-T02c  NRA Trophy

---

6. **HM**  **PT-007**  **TEAM ULTRA DOT**

| MA  | 5063 | SILVA, BRENDA |
| HM  | 5013 | KOPSTEIN, ADAM |
| HM  | 5003 | SILVA, TONY |
| Capt. | 5025 | RON STEINBRECHER |

No Coach

**Score:** 803 - 19

**HM**

Shooter 1: P115-T02a  NRA Trophy
Shooter 2: P115-T02b  NRA Trophy
Shooter 3: P115-T02c  NRA Trophy

---

7. **SS**  **PT-013**  **ISRA REPEAT**

| SS  | 5086 | Dervis, John |
| MA  | 5085 | MILEN, MICHAEL |
| Mk  | 5002 | PoltoraK, ALEX |
| Capt. | 5086 | JOHN Dervis |

Coach. - 5086 - JOHN Dervis

**Score:** 791 - 16

**SS**

Shooter 1: P115-T02a  NRA Trophy
Shooter 2: P115-T02b  NRA Trophy
Shooter 3: P115-T02c  NRA Trophy

---

8. **MK**  **PT-021**  **MD STATE WOMEN'S PRECISION TEAM**

| MK  | 5059 | GRAY, MARTI |
| MK  | 5041 | HOLLINGSHEAD, DONNA |
| Capt. | 5041 | DONNA HOLLINGSHEAD |

Coach. - 5027 - JOHN HOLLINGSHEAD

**Score:** 482 - 6

**MK**

Shooter 1: P115-T02a  NRA Trophy
Shooter 2: P115-T02b  NRA Trophy
Shooter 3: P115-T02c  NRA Trophy

---

**Final Results Bulletin**

Total Entries - 11

862  -  26  ACCURACY X  PT-015  MA  No Coach

HM

Shooter 1: P115-T01a  NRA Trophy
Shooter 2: P115-T01b  NRA Trophy
Shooter 3: P115-T01c  NRA Trophy

858  -  30  ALL GUARD RED  PT-008  MA  No Coach

HM

Shooter 1: P115-T02a  NRA Trophy
Shooter 2: P115-T02b  NRA Trophy
Shooter 3: P115-T02c  NRA Trophy

854  -  26  TEAM SHUE  PT-018  MA  No Coach

HM

Shooter 1: P115-T02a  NRA Trophy
Shooter 2: P115-T02b  NRA Trophy
Shooter 3: P115-T02c  NRA Trophy

828  -  21  ISRA PEAT  PT-012  EX  No Coach

HM

Shooter 1: P115-T02a  NRA Trophy
Shooter 2: P115-T02b  NRA Trophy
Shooter 3: P115-T02c  NRA Trophy

814  -  9  COLORADO  PT-020  SS  No Coach

HM

Shooter 1: P115-T02a  NRA Trophy
Shooter 2: P115-T02b  NRA Trophy
Shooter 3: P115-T02c  NRA Trophy

791  -  16  ISRA REPEAT  PT-013  SS  No Coach

HM

Shooter 1: P115-T02a  NRA Trophy
Shooter 2: P115-T02b  NRA Trophy
Shooter 3: P115-T02c  NRA Trophy

482  -  6  MD STATE WOMEN'S PRECISION TEAM  PT-021  MK  No Coach

HM

Shooter 1: P115-T02a  NRA Trophy
Shooter 2: P115-T02b  NRA Trophy
Shooter 3: P115-T02c  NRA Trophy

---

Total Entries - 11

**2021 National Matches**